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On the Spectra of Contractions 
Belonging to Special Classes 
LAsz~6 K~RCHY 
Complete characterizations of the possible spectra of Cl0 and C, contractions 
and their *-residual parts are given. ‘1 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
Sz.-Nagy and Foia? classified the contractions according to the 
asymptotic behaviour of their iterates. Namely, let 5j be a complex, 
separable Hilbert space, and let Y(b) d enote the set of all bounded, linear 
operators acting on !$ A contraction TE U(Jj), i.e., an operator with norm 
I/ TII 6 1, belongs to the class 
(a) C, , if lim,, _ 1 I/ T”hll # 0, for every 0 # h E !7j; 
(b) Co , if lim,,, I 11 T”hI) = 0, for every /I E Jj; 
(cl c , , if T* E C, ; 
(d) Co, if T* E C, 
Moreover, the class C,,{ is defined as the intersection C,,j = C,. n C.,,, for 
3, b = 0, 1. In [3] Bercovici and the author, answering a question of 
Sz.-Nagy and Foias (cf. [14]), gave a complete description of the spectra 
of C,,-contractions. In the present work we are going to characterize the 
possible spectra of contractions belonging to the other two special classes 
C,,) and CUo. It will turn out that in the C,,-case a theorem analogous to 
the one in [3], albeit more difficult, can be proved, while every compact 
subset of the closed unit disc D can serve as the spectrum of a cyclic Cm- 
contraction. 
We shall use the terminology and notation of the monograph [13]. 
I. SPECTRA OF C,O-C~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1. First of all we recall some facts from the theory of contractions 
(cf. [13]) which will be needed in the sequel. 
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Let 2% A?($) be a contraction, and let US consider its minimal unitary 
dilation UE Y(A). It can be proved that the subspace Iti = ((U- T) 9~) is 
wandering for U, and so M(2) = @,f-= y U”I! reduces U to a bilateral 
shift. Then the orthogonal complement 4$, = SIQM( 2) also reduces I,‘, 
and the restriction R,,T := UI!K, E Y(%, j is called the wusiduul purt nf’ T. 
It is known that if T is completely non-unitary (cnu) then U and so & ‘I 
too are absolutely continuous unitary operators. Moreover, if T is of class 
C, _ then T can be injected into R, r: T<’ R, 7., i.e., there is an injective 
operator XE Y($, 493,) which intertwines T anh R,,,: XT= R,XI X. There 
is in fact a canonical choice fur x. Namely, the operator x E y( $, %*) 
defined by 
will be an injection, intertwining T and R, f . 
point spectrum a,i T*) of T* does not 
. If we 
cover 
assume y 
the open 
et that the 
unit disc 
ID, = (n E c: JRJ < 1 j, then X will be a quasi-affinity (i.e., an injection with 
dense range), hence T will be a quasi-affine transform of R, 7: T< R, Ia 
In this latter case, i.e., when TE C, , and CT])( T*) $5, the i-residual part 
R *,T of T can be characterized as the unitary extension of 7’. In fact, let us 
introduce a new scalar product on $: 
(Since the limit lim,, + rl (1 T”xll clearly exists for every .Y E 9, the polar iden- 
tity guarantees the existence of the limit above.) Let 5 denote the Hilbert 
space obtained by completing the inner product space (9, ( . , * ) - ). Then 
the uperator T can be uniquely extended to an isometry %E Y(s). Let us 
take a point 2b E 5\,~( T*). Since ran( T- LZ) is dense in 5$, it follows that 
ran( T- RI) is dense in 5. Hence T is a unitary operator, called the unitar~~ 
extension oj‘ T. It can be easily seen that T is unitarily equivalent to 
R ,,:kR,.. 
Finally, we’ shall need the following 
DEFINITION 1. Let ~2’(5) denote the system of all nonempty, compact 
subsets 0 of 5 such that for every nonempty closed and open subset 0’ of 
CT we have m(o’ A 25) > 0. (Here and in the sequel m stands for the nor- 
malized Lebesgue measure on 35.) 
Let Ao(5) denote the subset A$(5) := {,E.AV(~): ac 135 t. It is easy to 
see that a compact subset a of dD belongs to ,A&( 5) if and only if a is 
regular in the sense that a coincides with the support of the measure x.&~. 
(Here xx is the characteristic function of a.) 
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We say that the set a E J&(D) is neatly contained in 0 E I &‘( D), denoted 
by UC(“) 0, if c( c D and for every closed and open subset o’ of (T we have 
m(a’ n 2) > 0. 
Applying the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus we can derive from [ 13, 
Proposition 11.6.21 the following 
THEOREM 1. Jf T is a mu C, -contruction, t/m g(T) E / N( DJ), 
a(R,,,) E A”( D) and a(R,,,) is neutl>~ contained in a(T). 
Pro@ Since R,,,- is absolutely continuous, it follows that 
a(R,,,) E J&(D). Moreover, applying [ 13, Proposition 11.6.21 for T* and 
taking into account that R,.. = (R,.T)*, where Rr. is the residual part of 
T*, we obtain cr(R,,,) c c(T). 
Let us assume that C(T) is not connected, and let Q’ be a non-empty 
closed and open subset of a(T). Then the RieszzDunford functional 
calculus (cf. [ 11, Sect. 1481) provides us a subspace &‘, invariant for T 
such that c( Tl$j’) = 0’. From the preceding part we infer that 
a’~ojR,.~,~,), and t~(cr(R,,,,~.))>O, since 5j’# (0). But R,,,,5, is 
unitarily equivalent to ( Tlb’) - z 7’19 -, which implies that 
o(R,,,,,,) c a(R,,,-). Therefore m(o’n a(R,,,)) > 0, and the proof is com- 
pleted. - 
In [3] it was proved that every set in .&Z’(D) can serve as the spectrum of 
a C,,-contraction. It is natural to ask whether this is the case in connection 
with C,,-contractions too. First we list some examples: 
(a) The simplest C,,-contraction is the unilateral shift S of mul- 
tiplicity 1. Its spectrum is a(S) = [D, 
(b) More generally, if the defect index (1, of a contraction TE c’,,, is 
finite, then rf,. must be greater than dT, and so again a(T) = D 
(c) Gilfeather has shown (cf. [7]) that the spectrum can be thin. 
Namely, he provided a weighted bilateral shift TE C,,, such that a(T) = ?iID. 
(Cf. also Eckstein’s paper [S].) 
(d) The spectrum can be non-circular symmetric. The following 
example was given by K. Takahashi. Let u be a non-constant function in 
the Hardy space H’ such that I/U+, d 1 and m( (j.E(?ltD: lu(L)I = 1 i)>O. 
Then the operator M, of multiplication by u in the Hardy space H’ 
belongs to cY,~ and its spectrum is a(M,) = u(D) (In connection with 
Hardy spaces we refer to [lo].) 
(e) Beauzamy provided an example for a C,,-contraction T such 
that a(T) n 2II3, contains a non-trivial closed arc disjoint from c(R,,~ ) (cf. 
PI 1. 
The following theorem together with Theorem 1 give a complete charac- 
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terization of the possible spectra of C,,-contractions and their *-residual 
parts. 
THEOREM 2. Zf x E , .&( D ) is nrutl?) contained in o E A( ED), then there 
exists a C,,-contraction T such thut a(T) = (T clnd a(R,,,) = a. 
2. In proving Theorem 2 first we show that every element of 
&,(D) can be the spectrum of a C,,,-contraction. More precisely, we shall 
prove the following 
PROPOSITION 1. For ever) r E A0 (D ) and real number K > 0 there exists 
a C,,-contruction A such that a(A) = o(R,,,) = x and IlA ‘11 > K. 
The analogous statement in the case of C,,-contractions could be proved 
easily. In fact a C,,-contraction of defect indeces 1 can be found. The C,,,- 
case is more difficult, as we saw before the spectrum of C,,,-contractions 
with finite defect indices is the closed unit disc D We are looking for a 
C,,,-contraction with properties above among the restrictions of weighted 
bilateral shifts to their invariant subspaces. 
Let ie,,),,, L be an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space 5~ where Z 
denotes the set of integers. Let )I’ E ( II‘,, ) ,, F 6 be a sequence of real numbers 
such that 
0 < lt’,l 6 1 for every 12 E Z. 
Throughout this section TE Y($) will denote the weighted bilateral shift 
with weight sequence r\‘. i.e., 
T e,, = II‘,, e,, + I for every n E Z. 
T is clearly a quasi-affine contraction, whose adjoint T* is also a weighted 
bilateral shift: 
T*r,, = II’,, , e,, , for every UEZ. 
An easy computation with weighted shifts (cf. [9, 121) proves the following 
LEMMA 1. T is qf clus.~ C,,, and o(T) = 8lll lf und onf?, if 
6) II,:= , lt’,, > 0, 
(ii) n,;l , tv,, = 0, and 
(iii) limk _ , inf,, F J (I+‘,, M‘,, + , M‘,, + k , ) Ilk = I, 
We shall consider special weight sequences. 
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DEFINITION 2. We call { T~},~ N a re&~r CX~-sequencr (N denotes the set 
of positive integers) if r,=l, r,EN/, r,+,>r,, rrtl-ri+,>r,+,-rI, for 
every iE N, and {Ye} it V is of density 0, i.e., 
lim 7 = 0. 
A-r 
Here and always in the sequel mk denotes the frequency of the sequence 
ir ,irEN, i.e.,m,=maxjiE~:r,~~k. 
We call {Y,},~ N a regular O-sequence if i’s E R, 0 < y, < 1, y, 5 jl,+ , , for 
every is N, and 
,fJ yi=o. 
We say that ki’ = { M’,, III t z is a regular M,eight sequence corresponding to 
the regular CC- and O-sequences {r,}lE N and {~,l,~ N, respectively, if 
\,’ Z”., t1 II whennisoftheform -r,(iEN), 
= 1 when n E Z is not of the form above. 
LEMMA 2. [f’ w is a regulur lrleight sequence then 
TE C,,, and a(T) = ?D. 
ProoJ: We have only to verify property (iii) of Lemma 1. However, for 
every k E N’, we have 
Hence lim, _ % (m,/k) = 0 implies that (iii) is fulfilled. 
It is wellknown (cf. [9, 123) that the weighted shift T can be considered 
as a shift operator on a weighted sequence space. In fact, let /I = {/I, int l 
be the sequence defined by 
pn=(M’oU’,~“w,z ,)’ if n > 0, 
=1 if n = 0, 
=(u ,w-2’ ..Mz,))’ ifn<O, 
and let r’(p) denote the L*-space corresponding to the measure 
Pp(~)=cn.<oPn (wcZ): 
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Then the shift operator T, E 9(/‘(P)), defined by 
is unitarily equivalent to T. In what follows /I will always denote the 
sequence defined above, and we shall also write T instead of T,. 
To the special sequence flcor = (flip)},I E Z, where /IL’) = 1, for every y1 E Z, 
there corresponds the usual sequence space: 
Since p, > 1, fur every y1 E Z, we infer that 
for every JE EQ), 
As before, let m be the normalized Lebesgue measure on SD. The 
trigonometric system { g,, In E z (where gn (A) = I”, for every n E Z) is an 
orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space L2 = L2(m). Hence, the sequence 
space 1* can be identified with the function space L2 via the unitary trans- 
formation 
Therefore, every element J’E I’ can be considered as an element of L’, and 
conversely. 
We note yet that if M! is a regular sequence, then 
filjni 
= 
i I--’ 
rI i’i 
if n < 0. 
i=l 
The following lemma plays an essential role in our construction. 
LEMMA 3. h?f (f&, N be a sequence uffunckm belunging to L2. There 
exists a strictly increasing sequence { Y!‘))~, N of natural numbers such that $’ 
f  1 ri jr N is a regular co-sequence satisfying r; 3 r{OJ, for ezlery i > i, with some 
io E N {YJiE N is un arbitrary regular O-sequence, and w is the regular 
weight sequence corresponding to {ri)iE N and {yj}iE N, then 
.fk E ,“(P) *for every k E Pd. 
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Proof Let us choose inductively strictly increasing sequences (Ye j ,c IJ 
of natural numbers such that 
and 
(0) 
Tk + I.1 ’ X.1 ) > y I.(’ ) 
Let us define the sequence i r~“‘},F N by 
r(o) = /AO) I 1.1 (iE N). 
Now, let {rlflE N be a regular a-sequence such that 
r, 3 ri”’ for every i > i. 
with some i. E kI, let {~,f,~ N be an arbitrary regular O-sequence, and let us 
consider the regular weight sequence hi’ corresponding to (T,},, pk and 
{yi},, N. We shall show that 
.fk 6 m) for every k E N. 
. If i>E:=max[k, i,,), then In fact, let k be an arbitrary natural number 
r, 3 rj”) = r],(f) 3 racy. Hence, we obtain 
Gr’ 7; 
I, . , + I 
1 l.LW+ Il.fkl12< x. 
,=-I II r, 
and so fk E /‘(/I). The proof is finished. 
Now we are ready to prove Proposition I. 
Proqf’of Proposition 1. Let c( E / cY~O(D) be an arbitrary set. Let { ri”‘) iF rb 
be the sequence occurring in Lemma 3, corresponding to the sequence 
where g- A 0”) = i k. Let ( r,} I t N be a regular z-sequence 
r, > r:“) for every i> i,, 
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with some i, E N, and that 
holds for the frequences WZ,, = max { i E N : r, d n ) Let I;‘, 1 ,t N be a regular 
O-sequence, and let H’ be the regular weight sequence corresponding to 
iy,),, N and ii’,1 ,F &. Let us consider the shift operator TE sV(/‘(b)). 
Since g- kxb E l*(8), for every k E F4, and taking into account that l’(a) is 
a vector space, invariant for the shift, it follows that 
where M, denotes the set of trigonometric polynomials. Let $%X,(j) denote 
the closure of !JJIJJ1,,, in I*(p). The subspace YJIX(p) is clearly invariant for T, 
and we define the operator A as the restriction 
A := TIYJI,([j) E Y(!JJI,(b)). 
In virtue of Lemma 2 we know that TE c’,, and o(T)=?D. It 
immediately follows that A E C,,, and A is bounded from below. Taking 
into consideration that A !JJ& = !JJl,,,, is dense in !IJI,(fl) we infer that A is 
invertible. Since iio(A)c o(T)= ?D, it follows that o(A)c (?D. The 
estimate 
being true for every n E P+l, implies that 
Now, a result of Beauzamy and Rome (cf. [ 1. Sect. 21) yields that 
where A is the unitary extension of A. However, for every ,f’~ 9J1, (/I) we 
have 
km IIA’ff‘lll, = lim II T”f’llll= ll.f’ll. II + ,I, ,I - ” 
Hence ‘%R,(,!I)- =L’(a) (:= (x,f,f‘~L’J), and dcY(L’(r)) acts as the 
operator of multiplication by the function g1 (;) = A. Consequently, we 
obtain that ~(2) = 2, and so a( A) = CY. 
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We have to show yet that the norm of A ’ can be arbitrarily large. Let 
us consider the operator A obtained before. Since A E C,, and A is inver- 
tible, it follows that the defect numbers of A are equal: d, = d,. = N,. Let 
{@(I.), CF, E} be a contractive analytic function coinciding with the charac- 
teristic function of A. Then 0 is an inner, *-outer function. Moreover, O(i) 
is invertible for every IL E ID, and the set s(O) = 0” E ?D: i. does not lie on an 
open arc Ic c?D, where 0 is analytic unitary valued} coincides with c(. (Cf. 
113, Chap. VI].) It is clear that, for every IZE kJ, (@(I.)“, CF, @} is also an 
inner, *-outer function which is invertible in every point of D and for which 
~(0”) = U. We infer that the model operator A,, = S(O”j is of class Clo, and 
(T( A,,) = 2. Moreover, we have 
So the proof will be completed if we show that { llO(0))nll }n can be 
unbounded. 
Let us suppose that Q = DA, and let x0 E 6 be an arbitrary unit vector. 
Then y0 = -Ax,, E 2JA*, and jl+rOII = q/lxoJ, where 0 <q < 1. Let 
ZE.Y(~‘A’, a,) be a unitary operator such that Z y, = qxO. Let us define 
0 as the product 0 = Z 0,) where 0, is the characteristic function of A. 
Then j@(E.). E, E 1 coincides with O,,,, and 
O(0) xc1 = Z 0, (0) xl1 = Z( - A.Y,,) = Zyo = q x0. 
Hence O(0)” xg = q’*,~~,, and so 
1lo(o)-“II 3q -“+ CCI (n + co). 
The proof is completed. 
3. In virtue of Proposition 1 we can prove Theorem 2 applying the 
technique based upon the Sz.-NagyyFoiaS functional calculus which was 
used in [3]. We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. I” A is u &-contraction and u E H’ is a non-constant function 
with norm l/u// -~ < 1, then the contraction u(A) is also of‘ class C (,. 
Proof: Let M’E H” be the function r+(j”) = (i- -p”)/( 1 -joi), where 
y,=u(O)~~,and2::=~t.o~~H”.Thenr;(A)=(u(A)-~,,Z)(Z-~,u(A)) ‘, 
moreover u(A)E C., if and only if u(A)E C., (cf. [13, Sect. VI.2.3 and 
Proposition VI.3.51). Since z(O) =O, v is of the form c(E.) = j, c, (I.), where 
ur E H” and 
ll~;,l/~~ = lim sup /v, (n)l = lim sup ldJ.)l -= /ICI/ x 6 1. 
r-r I -0 Ill=, r+l Olil=r r 
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Now u(A) = A u,(A) implies that u(A)*‘= c, (A)*“A*“, for every tz E N. 
Taking into account I/U, (A)*“11 < I/t’, (AllI” 6 I/c, 11’: < 1, we infer that 
l~u(A)*“hll d l/u, (A)*‘q IIA*“hll d lIA*” hll -+o (n + YL). 
Hence u(A)EC,, and so u(A)EC’~). 
LEMMA 5. Lf‘ A is a C,,-contraction and u E H’ is a non-constant jiinction 
such that llulim 6 1 and lu(i)l = 1 ,f or a.e. ,4 E dD n o(A) (Mith respect to the 
Lebesgue measure), then the contraction u(A) also belongs to C,,, 
Proof: Since A is of class C, , it follows that A can be injected into 
R*,A : A <’ R,.,. On the other hand, A being cnu, R,.,, is an absolutely 
continuous unitary operator. We infer that 
Taking into consideration that o(R,,,)c (a(A)n aD), cf. Theorem 1, the 
spectral theorem yields that u(R,,,) is unitary, and so u(R,,,4) E C, . Since 
u(A) can be injected into u(R,,,), we obtain that u(A) E C,. . Now, apply- 
ing Lemma 4 we conclude that u(A) is of class C,,. 
The following statement is the basic tool in our construction. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R c ID be a simplJ1 connected domain lvhose houn- 
dary T= dQ is a rectifiable Jordan curue containing a closed arc I of’ (1[131, 
m(I) > 0. Let us given a .set j E I &&( DJ), /I c I, a point p,) E Q and a real num- 
ber K > 0. Then there exists a contraction B .such that 
6) BEC,~, 
(ii) a(B) = /?, 
(iii) (l(B-u,I) ‘11 > K, and 
(iv) li(B-PI) ‘I/ <dist(p,Q -)~ ‘,,for euery ~EC\SZ 
Proof. The Riemann mapping theorem and Caratheodory’s theorem 
ensure us a homeomorphism U: (I4 + Q , which is holomorphic on ID. It 
can be assumed that u(0) = pO. Since f is a rectifiable Jordan curve, it 
follows that c1= u-‘(p) E A$(D) (cf. [S, Theorem X.1.23). 
Because of Proposition 1 we can find a contraction A E Cl0 such that 
a(A) = CL and I/ A - ’ 11 > 2K. We define B by the aid of the Sz.-Nagy-Foias 
functional calculus, namely B := u( A ). 
Since u(a(A)) = U(CZ) = /3 c aD, we infer by Lemma 5 that B = u(A) E C,,. 
On the other hand, the Foias-Mlak spectral mapping theorem (cf. 161) 
yields that o(B) = U(U) = b’. 
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The relation u(0) = p,, implies that u(l) - p0 = no(%), where u E H” and 
Ilull 7 = lim sup o(i:-/l” 
I I 
d II4 7 + IPO 6 2. 
r-l 0 lj.l=r 
Since u(A)-pOZ=A r(A), it follows A~-‘=(u(A)-poZ)~~’ t;(A) and 
X-C IlA -‘II < ll(4A)-pol) ‘II ll~(A)ll G ll(B-~d ‘II ild, 
d21l(~-pcJr% 
i.e., 
ll(B-~oO -‘II P-K. 
While, if p E C\C, then rj,,(jV) = (u(A)-p) ’ E H’, )/cl,//, = 
dist(,u, R ) ~ ‘. Hence 
ll(B-~~)-‘l/ = lI(dA)-pO -‘II = lItl,,(A)lI < ll~~,,l/, =dist(p,Qm) ‘, 
and the proof is completed. 
By the aid of Proposition 2 we can prove 
LEMMA 6. Let c(, (T he sets belonging to JIO( ED) and ,X( ED). resp~ctiur/?~, 
such that x c(“’ c. Let us given u point ,uLo E c and positive numher.v K, c. 
There e.uists u contraction T such that 
(i) TE Cm, 
(ii) a(T) c (x, 
(iii) lI(T-PJ) ‘11 >K, ifs” 4dT), and 
(iv) lI(T-pZ))‘/I<(dist(p,~)-E) I, ifdist(~,~)>s. 
Proof: Let us consider the open set (T, = (i E @: dist(j., a) < E 1, contain- 
ing 0. Let c,, be the component of cc including pO. Since o,,\o, is also open. 
it follows that (T’ = (T() n g is a non-empty closed and open subset of C. In 
virtue of CI c(n) 0 we get m(o’ n a) > 0. The set 0” n (7D consists of coun- 
tably many open arcs, hence there exists a closed arc ZC (a/II n (T,,) such 
that m(ln c() >O. Let b denote the support of the measure x,~,~ dm. Since 
In c( is closed in cI?D, it follows that fl c Z n a, moreover /I E A$ (D). 
Let us assume first that p,, E D. There exists a simply-connected domain 
Q such that R c c0 n D, 852 is a rectifiable Jordan curve, ~QIZ, and 
p0 E 0. (Note that go n D is also connected.) Now, Proposition 2 provides 
us a contraction TE Cl0 such that a(T) = B ( c r), II( T-p,,Z) -‘/I > K and 
ll(T-pl) ~I/) Gdist(~,Q~)~‘, for every ~E@\SZ~~. Since Qc~,,cc.,, it 
follows that dist(p,a)>e implies ~$4~~. and so II(T-pZ) ‘11~ 
dist(p, 52 ) ’ < (dist(p, a) -E) ‘. 
Let us assume now that p0 E dD. Let us choose a point &, E D such that 
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Ipb-pol <p, where O<p <s/2. It is clear that ,u~Eu~. Now, let TE C,, 
be a contraction corresponding to & and K+ 1 by Proposition 2. 
We have only to examine the inverse of T- ~~~1. Let us suppose that 
pLo $ a( T). Since /I (T- ,u;,I) ‘/I > K + 1, there is a unit vector xg such 
that lI(T-~;Z)x,,lI<(K+l)~‘. Hence ll(T-~~,I)x,,ll~ll(T-~~,Zjxoll+ 
I~o-&l<(K+l)j’+~, and so l/(T-pLgZ)~ ‘il>((K+l) ‘+p)-‘. But 
((K + 1 )- ’ + p) ’ > K if p is small enough, and the proof is finished. 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us given sets x E J&(D) and (T E d(D) such 
that c( c’“) cr. Let {p,,},,, N be a sequence of points of G, which is dense in cr, 
and in which every term is repeated infinitely many times. Let {K,,) ,,i N 
and i%lllE N be sequences of positive numbers such that lim,, _ , K,, = z 
and lim,,, r E,, =O. For every n E kJ. let T,, be a C,,,-contraction 
corresponding to c( E &&,(fCD), UE .k’(fCb), p,, E (T, K, > 0, and E, > 0 by 
Lemma 6. Moreover, Proposition 1 ensures us a contraction T, of class Cl,, 
such that (r( T,) = a(R,,,,,) = r. Let us define T as the orthogonal sum 
T= @;z’=o T,,. It is easy to verify that T belongs to Cl,,, and its spectrum 
a(T) = 0. Finally, the unitary extension of T being the orthogonal sum of 
the unitary extensions of T,,‘s, we conclude that dR*.,) = 
U;:= o a( R,,,) = 2. The proof is completed. 
II. SPECTRA OF C,,&ONTRACTIONS 
First of all we note that if T belongs to C,,,, then both its residual and its 
*-residual part: R, and R,,,., respectively, act on the trivial space {Ol. (Cf. 
[13, Theorem 11.1.21.) 
An important subclass of Coo, denoted by Co, is the system of those cnu 
contractions T which are annihilated by a non-constant function u E H’ : 
u(T) = 0. The spectrum of a C,,-contraction T can be completely described 
by the aid of its minimal function m7 E HI, e.g., a(T) n IEJ coincides with 
the set {ieD: m,(3.)=0} (cf. [13, Theorem 111.5.1]). Hence, for a C,,- 
contraction T, o(T) n DJ is always countable, moreover the sum 
CiEc7(T)n D (1 - 11.1) is finite. The following theorem shows that the spec- 
trum of a countable orthogonal sum of C,-contractions, and so the spec- 
trum of a C,-contraction, is already an arbitrary compact subset of D 
THEOREM 3. For every non-empty, compact .suh.set K qf’ [I31 , thercj exists 
a contraction TE dia(Sj) such that 
(i) T is a countable orthogonal sum qf C’,,-contractions, 
(ii) o(T) = K, and 
(iii) T is cyclic, i.e., V,,>() T’h = Sj holds ,fiw a vector h E 9. 
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Pro@ (a) Let {Q,,),,.~ be a dense sequence of different points in 
KnD. (Here J is of the form J= {n~N:ncN), where NEN or N=o, 
the first infinite ordinal. In the case N = 1 the set J is empty.) Let p be the 
Bore1 measure on @ defined by 
for every Bore1 set o c @. 
Let us consider the Hilbert space b, = L2(p) and the operator T, E Y(B,) 
of multiplication by the identity function f(n) = il. T, is a normal operator 
and for its spectrum we have 
Moreover, a theorem of Bram (cf. [4]) states that T, has cyclic vectors. 
(b) Let v be a finite, positive, Bore1 measure on XD, singular with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure such that supp v = Kn dD. (E.g., let 
u4nd be a dense sequence in Kn dD and v(o) = &,E(,I 2 -“, for any 
Bore1 set o c XD.) Let u E H” be the singular inner function deriving from 
V: 
Now we define T, acting on the space b2 = H2 @ uH2 as the model 
operator corresponding to U, i.e., 
where S denotes the multiplication by f(A) = I. on Hz. Then T, will be a 
C,-contraction with minimal function U. Moreover, Tz is cyclic (since S is 
cyclic), and 
a( T,) = supp v = K n XJ. 
(Cf. [13, Theorem 111.5.1].) 
(c) Now T is defined as the orthogonal sum T= T, @ Tz acting on 
5 = 5r @ !&. Since T, is unitarily equivalent to enGJ S(m,), where m, is 
the Blaschke-factor m,(n) = (ti,/ja,l)(a,, - A)/( 1 - Z,i) corresponding to a,, 
it follows that T is a countable orthogonal sum of C,-contractions. On the 
other hand, the spectrum of T is 
a(T)=cr(T,)ua(Tz)=K. 
(d) Finally, we show that T is cyclic. Let 5, E 6, be a cyclic vector of 
T,, for i = 1, 2. We claim that r = t, @ t2 E B will be a cyclic vector for T, 
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i.e., the subspace YJI = {p(T) <:p(A) 1s a polynomial} coincides with 5j. 
Taking into account that u(T) can be approximated by the polynomials of 
T in the strong operator topology, we infer that, for any polynomial p(l), 
the vector u(T) p( T) 5 belongs to YJI. But 
If p runs through the set of polynomials, the vectors p( T, ) 5 l form a dense 
set, in !$, . Since u( T, ) is clearly a quasi-affinity, we obtain that 
meb,o{o>. 
If q EJ~~ and t: >O are arbitrarily chosen then, t2 being cyclic for T,, 
we can find a polynomial y such that Ilq(T,) tz - ~11 <E. Then 
q(T)5-(q(T1)i’100)~~ and 
Consequently, { 0} @ B2 c %I also holds, and so !?J = $93. The proof is com- 
pletely finished. 
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